Posting student work onto internet sites

At Mt Ousley Public School students have access to iPads in class loaded with powerful apps to support their learning. Many of these apps enable the children to create digital products that showcase their learning and abilities.

At times, in order to view the work these students have created, it will be necessary for the students to upload their work to various websites, often with their faces on screen as part of their production. Most products created will be able to be shared securely to teacher laptops via wireless communications, but some will not.

At this stage, the app “TouchCast” requires that products made be uploaded to a “channel” on the Touchcast website [http://www.touchcast.com/](http://www.touchcast.com/) These products will be available to be viewed by anyone who has the specific URL of their TouchCast, or those that know what our class channel is and where to find it.

Our Channel that I have set up is: Mr Tate MOPS

This can be found on the website by typing into the search bar at the top right of the touch cast website screen. The class iPads will be set up and connected to this channel where they can share their work to. This is where student TouchCasts can be viewed from home.

By placing evidence of their learning onto the internet, students will be able to receive feedback on their productions from myself and others. Students will also be able to reference their posted work in their blog posts to direct viewers to further evidence of their learning.

If you have an objection to this, please come and see me and we can discuss it further.

Kind regards,

Brad Tate
Assistant Principal
Classroom Teacher 1/2T
Mount Ousley Public School
brad.tate3@det.nsw.edu.au